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tropics (2, 3, 28) may reflect differences in geographic scale rather than differences in evolutionary or ecological processes.
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throughout tropical South America, fed exclusively on female flowers, and, in all but one locality, fed on a single species of host (Fig. 1 and
fig. S4). Other species (e.g., sp. 27) fed almost
exclusively on female flowers (30 of 32 specimens) of at least two host species in Central
America, but commonly fed on male (N = 4) and
female (N = 4) flowers in areas west of the Andes
in Ecuador (Fig. 1 and fig. S6). These variable
patterns of host use form a mosaic that varies
from community to community across large
geographic areas (20) and complicates attempts
to extrapolate local samples to global estimates of
tropical diversity (21).
Although we report diversity exceeding the
original morphological estimates by an order of
magnitude (15), this must underrepresent the
actual diversity of this group because our criterion for species delimitation is highly conservative (15). This is because we used a 4% mtCOI
divergence, whereas other studies recognize
species differing by less than 1% (8). As a result
of this conservative criterion, we may be lumping
biologically distinct species together, and single
generalist species may actually represent multiple
host-specific species (e.g., sympatric monophyletic lineages feeding on separate hosts; see
sp. 37 in French Guiana, Fig. 1 and fig. S8). Also,
our samples are limited; most of our collections
were made during single trips, and our samples
were restricted to species in fruit or flower at that
time (table S1). Finally, the number of fly species
recorded for a particular host plant species was
most likely limited because the number of insect
species detected rose as the number of collection
localities increased (Fig. 3).
We also found that the distribution of hosts
may also predict herbivore diversity at both local
and regional scales (6, 7). The neotropics include
a mosaic of biogeographic zones reflecting a long
history of repeated habitat fragmentation (22).
During periods of habitat fragmentation, insect
populations may be more likely than these plant
populations to diverge, as insects have shorter
generation times and can evolve more quickly
than plants with long generation times (15). Furthermore, sexual selection accelerates rates of
evolution in insects, particularly in groups with
complex courtship displays such as Blepharoneura
(9, 18, 23). When these new species come
together, as habitats expand and host populations rejoin, assemblages of highly host-specific
cryptic species result. In local assemblages of
Blepharoneura (Fig. 1), the minimum pairwise
divergence among sympatric species is ~6%,
which suggests that they diverged at least 2.6
million years ago (24). During the past 2.6 million
years, even seemingly uniform habitats experienced
multiple cycles of fragmentation and expansion
(22). If host plants represent “hard boundaries”
(25) for ranges of host-specific insects, simple
neutral models incorporating changes in habitat
area (25) as well as time (26, 27) could help account for patterns of diversity. Conflicting assessments of host specificity and diversity in the
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Surface Tension Transport of
Prey by Feeding Shorebirds:
The Capillary Ratchet
Manu Prakash,1 David Quéré,2 John W. M. Bush3
The variability of bird beak morphology reflects diverse foraging strategies. One such feeding
mechanism in shorebirds involves surface tension–induced transport of prey in millimetric
droplets: By repeatedly opening and closing its beak in a tweezering motion, the bird moves
the drop from the tip of its beak to its mouth in a stepwise ratcheting fashion. We have analyzed
the subtle physical mechanism responsible for drop transport and demonstrated experimentally
that the beak geometry and the dynamics of tweezering may be tuned to optimize transport
efficiency. We also highlight the critical dependence of the capillary ratchet on the beak's wetting
properties, thus making clear the vulnerability of capillary feeders to surface pollutants.
halaropes (Fig. 1A) and several other
shorebirds with long thin beaks feed
primarily on small crustaceans and other
invertebrates (1). By swimming in a tight circle
on the water surface, they generate a vortex that
draws underlying fluid and suspended prey
toward the surface (2). By pecking on the water
surface at a rate of ~1.5 Hz (1, 3–6), the birds
capture water droplets with a characteristic scale
of ~2 mm between their upper and lower mandibles (movie S1). Suction cannot be used to
raise the drops mouthward because of the geometry of the open beak; gravity acts to oppose the
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drop motion. Nevertheless, the birds succeed in
raising the drops mouthward by opening and
closing their beaks successively (1, 5, 7, 8). Although the importance of surface tension in this
process was inferred (1), the physical mechanism
responsible for the droplet transport, specifically
1
Center for Bits and Atoms, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT), 20 Ames Street, Cambridge, MA 02139,
USA. 2Physique et Mécanique des Milieux Hétérogènes,
UMR 7636 du CNRS, Ecole Supérieure de Physique et de
Chimie Industrielles, 10 rue Vauquelin, 75005 Paris, France.
3
Department of Mathematics, MIT, 77 Massachusetts Avenue,
Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.
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scaling arguments (supporting online material).
The jump in pressure across a surface is proportional to g and the local curvature; such curvature pressures are capable of driving fluid motion.
In 1712, Hauksbee (21) reported that “oil of
orange” droplets trapped between two nonparallel glass plates moved spontaneously in the
direction of decreasing gap thickness. Similarly, a
completely wetting fluid drop confined in a
conical capillary is known to self-propel toward
the narrower end because of the axial force arising from differing curvature pressures across its
end caps (22). In our wedge geometry, the opening angle is denoted by a, the width of the drop
by W, the distance of the drop from the apex by x,
and the length of the drop by L (Fig. 2B). The
drop height is necessarily ax. For x > L, the
pressure difference between the two caps scales
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plasma-treated in oxygen for 1 min to remove any
residue, then left in air for an hour before experiments were performed. The mechanical beaks
were mounted and actuated by a motorized micrometer stage so that the beak opening and closing
angle could be precisely controlled by a computer.
Drops of known volume (ranging from 0.5 to
2 ml) were inserted via a micropipette at the tip of
the beak. A high-speed video camera (Phantom
v5.0) recorded the resulting drop dynamics.
We first deposited a completely wetting fluid
(silicone oil, g = 0.02 N/m) in the form of a
droplet that spanned the wedge (Fig. 2A). The
drops propagated toward the narrower region,
advancing first at a constant speed then accelerating as they approached the apex of the wedge
(Fig. 2, B and C). The behavior in this fully
wetting regime may be rationalized by simple
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the critical role of the beak’s characteristic
tweezering action, has yet to be rationalized.
When a fluid drop is placed on a flat solid, the
equilibrium contact angle q between the wetted
solid surface and the interface is defined by the
well-known Young’s equation. If q → 0, the drop
completely wets the solid, whereas for any finite
q, the drop is said to partially wet the solid. In
practice, static contact angles observed in the
case of partial wetting may lie anywhere in a
finite range bounded above and below by the
values at which contact line motion is initiated;
specifically, the advancing and receding contact
angles, respectively qa and qr (9–11). An important consequence of this so-called contact-angle
hysteresis is a contact force that causes drops to
adhere to surfaces; for example, rain drops stick
to window panes because of the difference in the
contact angles on their upper and lower edges (12).
Although contact-angle hysteresis typically acts
to resist the sliding of droplets on solids (10, 11),
it may be overcome by vibration (13, 14). We
demonstrate that, in capillary feeding, contactangle hysteresis couples to the time-dependent
beak geometry corresponding to the mandibular
spreading cycles (1, 5–8), thereby driving drop
motion via a ratcheting mechanism.
Surface tension transport relies explicitly on
the bird opening and closing its beak and so
varying the beak opening angle a (1, 5) (Fig. 1B).
This angle has an upper bound because a drop
pinned between two plates will break at an
opening angle abreak if its height-to-radius ratio
exceeds 2p (15–17). Denoting the beak length by
Lb and the drop size by the capillary length lc ~
(g/rg)1/2 ~ 2 mm (where g is surface tension, r is
density, and g is the gravitational acceleration), the
maximum opening angle is thus on the order of
abreak ~ lc /Lb ~ 11° for capillary feeders (Fig. 1B
and fig. S1). The characteristic time to transport a
drop along the beak length Lb ~ 2 cm is 20 ms,
corresponding to mean drop speeds as high as 100
cm/s (1, 4). In Fig. 1B, we present the mean beak
length and width of 18 shorebird species with
straight bills and emphasize that surface tension
transport is used only by birds with the smallest
beaks. Rubega (3) demonstrated that beak dimensions do not scale with body size in adult red-necked
phalaropes, Phalaropus lobatus, suggesting the
critical role of beak morphology in capillary
feeding. Recently, Estrella et al. (5) substantially
expanded the list of capillary feeders (Fig. 1B),
underscoring the prevalence of surface tension
transport. Though morphometric analysis of bird
bills commonly yields insight into foraging mechanisms (18) and has led to new understanding of
feeding modes (19), analytical and experimental
studies of these mechanisms are exceedingly rare
(20). We here present one such study.
In our experimental study, we constructed mechanical wedgelike geometries modeled after the
bird beak. Mechanical beaks with a stainless steel
surface were polished with a Buehler Metadi
diamond slurry (average particle size ~ 3 mm). The
surface was ultrasonically cleaned for an hour,
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Fig. 1. (A) A juvenile Wilson's phalarope feeding. Note the prey suspended in the droplet trapped
in its beak (inset). [Photo courtesy of Robert Lewis] (B) Shorebirds use a variety of foraging
strategies (28) and so exhibit large variations in beak size and shape. Here we plot the bill length
and base width of common shorebirds with straight bills [data compiled from (4, 18, 29)]. Scale
bars represent the standard deviation in the reported data.
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gLW/x, and the viscous resistance as hWv/a. The
resulting drop speed v0L/x diverges as the drop
approaches the apex despite the progressively
increasing confinement. After a brief transient
period, these two distinct regions of constant speed
and acceleration are apparent in Fig. 2C.
When water is used in place of oil, the behavior is strikingly different: No droplet motion
arises (Fig. 3A, top row). Unlike the silicone oil,
the water only partially wets the solid; conse-

Fig. 2. Fluid drop in a horizontal beak. (A) Schematic of a bird beak with a fluid drop trapped
between upper and lower mandibles. (B) A completely wetting drop of silicone oil (q1 = q2 = 0,
dynamic viscosity h = 0.05 kg m−1 s−2) self-propels toward the apex of a mechanical bird beak with
a constant opening angle a = 3.4° and uniform width of 1 mm. Scale bar, 2 mm. (C) Plot of drop
front position versus time for silicone oil (h = 0.01 kg m−1 s−2) for three opening angles a1 = 1.9°
(blue triangles), a2 = 2.8° (red circles), and a3 = 4.2° (green squares), where d (in millimeters)
represents the distance from the beak tip to the drop’s trailing edge.

Fig. 3. The capillary ratchet. (A) Time sequence illustrating the water droplet transport generated by an
opening and closing cycle of the mechanical beak. In the closing cycle, the leading contact line proceeds
toward the mouth; in the opening cycle, the trailing contact line recedes toward the mouth. The result is
net drop transport toward the mouth. Scale bar, 2 mm. (B) Plot of the associated motion of the leading
(red) and trailing (green) contact lines generated by varying the opening angle a over three cycles. d (in
millimeters) represents the distance from the beak tip to the contact line. [See also movie S2]
www.sciencemag.org
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quently, the droplet motion is resisted by contactangle hysteresis. Specifically, there is an adhesive
force whose magnitude scales as gWDcosq, where
Dcosq = cosqr − cosqa (10, 23), and W is the
length of the advancing contact line. In our
system, water droplets on stainless steel beaks
have an advancing angle qa ~ 65° and receding
angle qr ~ 20° that are comparable to those of
water droplets on keratin (24). Drop motion is
possible only if the capillary driving force F ~
gcosq (WL/x) exceeds this sticking force; that is,
if a > [(Dcosq)/cosq] [W/(WL2)]. This condition
cannot be satisfied, because both Dcosq/cosq and
W/(WL2) are order-one quantities, whereas a must
be less than abreak ~ 0.2 radians for drop stability.
The relatively minor influence of the fully threedimensional geometry was examined numerically (fig. S1). The influences of beak taper and
orientation were examined both experimentally
and numerically. Realistic beak tapers (3, 5) were
found to have only a weak quantitative effect on
the drop propulsion, whereas beak orientation had
a negligible effect in the ratcheting regime.
Phalaropes induce drop motion by cyclically
opening and closing their beaks (1). We followed
their lead in actuating the mechanical beak by
opening and closing the wedge geometry at a
constant angular velocity w, with aclose and aopen
being the minimum and maximum opening angles,
respectively. We recorded the location of both front
and rear contact lines of the drop with a high-speed
camera mounted on a microscope (Fig. 3A). For a
given drop volume, varying aclose and aopen reveals
three distinct regimes.
If aopen − aclose is sufficiently small that the
leading and trailing contact angles, q1 and q2 respectively, satisfy qr < q2 < q1 < qa, then the drop
remains pinned (Fig. 4A). The dynamics for
larger values of aopen − aclose are best understood
by considering in turn the closing and opening
phases. During the closing phase, both contact
lines have the tendency to progress outward, but
the leading edge (A) always does so first. During
the opening phase, both contact lines tend to
retreat inward, but the trailing edge (B) does so
first. The drop thus advances through a slipping
ratcheting motion: In each cycle, both leading
and trailing edges of the contact lines advance
and retreat. Nevertheless, due to the asymmetry
in the wedge geometry, net mouthward drop
motion is still achieved, albeit inefficiently. When
aclose and aopen are optimally tuned, the droplet
advances through a pure ratcheting motion with
no slippage. The two contact lines move asynchronously but progressively toward the apex:
During the opening phase, the leading edge (B)
remains pinned while the trailing edge (A) retreats; during closing, the leading edge (B) advances while the trailing edge (A) remains pinned
(Fig. 4A). The time dependence of the contact
line positions and opening angle for nearly pure
capillary ratcheting is plotted in Fig. 3B. The
ratcheting motion is quasi-static, with the instantaneous position of the drop being determined
by the history of the beak motion; therefore, the
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as gL/ax2 and the drop volume as W ~ axLW;
hence a driving force F ~ gWL/x arises. For a fluid
drop with dynamic viscosity h advancing at a
speed v, the viscous force resisting its motion is
given by Fh ~ hWLv/(ax); the force balance thus
yields a steady speed v0 ~ ga/h that is independent
of drop position x and drop length L. As the drop
approaches the apex, x < L, the pressure difference
between the caps scales as g/(ax) and the volume
as aL2W. The resulting driving force now varies as
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drop speed increases linearly with the ratcheting
frequency w.
Figure 4B illustrates the various regimes of
droplet transport observed in our mechanical bird
beak when the minimum and maximum opening
angles, aclose and aopen, respectively, were varied.
In addition to regimes characterized by drop
pinning and drop breakup, we report the number
of cycles required for drop transport from the
mechanical beak tip to the apex of the wedge in
the ratchet regime. For our specific combination
of droplet volume (1.5 ml) and mechanical beak
geometry, the minimum number of cycles, three,
corresponds to the most efficient capillary ratchet.
It is interesting to speculate as to the degree of
optimization of capillary feeding in the wild. On
average, a single drop is transported from the
beak tip to the buccal cavity of the red-necked
phalarope in two to three mandibular spreading
cycles (1, 4). Wilson's phalaropes are evidently
less optimized for capillary feeding, and require
seven to eight cycles (7). Our observations provide a quantitative measure of the efficiency of
shorebird beaks in capillary feeding, and so may
yield insight into their degree of adaptation.
Moreover, they yield new insight into recent
observations of rynchokinesis, in which capillary
feeding may be enhanced by beak flexure (6).
The beaks of shorebirds may be largely vertical during capillary feeding; thus, the influence
of gravity needs to be considered. Although gravity
acts to resist the climbing drop, it is overcome by
contact-angle hysteresis provided that the pinning

934

force, Fp = gWDcosq, exceeds the drop and prey
weight, Mg. Characteristic values for the phalarope [W ~ 2 mm, W ~ 5 to 10 ml (1)] indicate that
Fp /(Mg) > 1: Contact-angle hysteresis can safely
support the drop’s weight. In our experimental
study, changing the orientation of the mechanical
beaks from horizontal to vertical indeed had a
negligible effect on the dynamics of the water
drops. Conversely, wetting silicone droplets were
observed to slip downward under the influence of
gravity, owing to the absence of contact-line
pinning. Wetting droplets would slip if the propulsive capillary force gWL/x were exceeded by
the drop’s weight. Because the relative magnitudes
of these forces are given by lc2/(aLb2) ~ 0.1, with
a ~ 5° = 0.1 rad and beak length Lb ~ 2 cm, we
conclude that gravity would preclude capillary
feeding if the beaks were wetting. We thus see
that, although the partially wetting nature of the
bird beaks disables static capillary propulsion
through the introduction of an adhesive force, it
enables droplet transport via capillary ratcheting,
a mechanism that naturally overcomes gravity. We
thus highlight the precarious nature of capillary
feeding: Any surface contamination that alters the
wetting properties of the beaks represents a serious
threat, particularly to shorebirds such as the rednecked phalarope that rely exclusively on this mode
of feeding (1). Given the drastic changes in wetting
behavior that accompany contamination with pollutants such as petroleum or detergents (23), our
study makes clear the critical danger posed to this
class of shorebirds by chemical or oil spills (25, 26).
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Contact-angle hysteresis typically resists the
motion of drops on solid substrates; conversely,
in capillary feeding, it couples with the timedependent beak geometry to drive the drops. As
such, surface tension transport represents a peculiarity for which contact-angle hysteresis
enables rather than impedes drop motion. By
elucidating the dependence of the efficiency of
the capillary ratchet on dynamic beak morphology, we have enabled quantitative comparative
studies of capillary feeding across species. The
efficiency of capillary feeding may be enhanced
by tuning the beak geometry, dynamics, and
wetting properties. Analogous mechanisms for
small-scale drop transport in microfluidic systems
(27) are currently being explored.
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trates the dependence of
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the minimum and maximum opening angles aclose
α'closemin αclose (°) α'closemax
and aopen > aclose, respectively. The drop volume was fixed at 1.5 ml. For aopen > abreak, the drop breaks, whereas for aclose < aclosemin, the drop
spills from the beak. The numbers denote the number of cycles required to transport the drop from the beak tip to
the mouth in the ratcheting regime. The optimal capillary ratchet transports the drop in three cycles.

